1. Size of main D.C.V.A. and fittings shall equal service line size. Bypass. D.C.V.A. and fittings shall be sized, at minimum, as shown in chart.

2. Minimum clearances:
   - 36" between each D.C.V.A.
   - 12" between D.C.V.A. and side of vault.
   - 12" between D.C.V.A. and vault floor.
   - 24" soil cover over service line.

3. Install plugs in all test cocks.

4. Testing is required by a Washington State Department of Health certified backflow assembly tester upon installation and annually thereafter. Assembly to be maintained by owner.

5. Provide ladder and ladder-up per detail W-19.

6. Where access opening does not expose shut off valves min. 18" clearance shall be required between top of valve and underside of vault cover.

7. Minimum 2' of level, unobstructed area around hatches.

8. Locate hatch per detail W-17.

---

1. Flex coupling, Rockwell 441 or equal.
2. D.I. Pipe, P.E. x fl., length to fit.
3. State approved internally loaded double check valve assembly, complete with (2) full flow ball valve shut-off valves and test cocks.
4. Double strap service saddle, Romac 202S with IPS tap, or equal.
5. Coupling, Outside iron pipe thread to copper compression connection, Mueller H-1542B, or equal.
6. Copper tubing, type K.
7. 1/4 bend coupling, copper to copper, Mueller H-15526, or equal.
8. Coupling, copper compression connection by female iron pipe thread, Mueller H-15451, or equal.
9. Concrete vault with 2 locking aluminum LW hatch doors (part no. HHD-36"x72"), rated for H-30 loading, with slip resistant treatment per section W4-17 of the engineering standards. Cover to read "WATER". Size vault to provide minimum clearances listed in note 2.
10. Adjustable pipe stanchions, bolted to floor.
11. Drain, slope to daylight or storm drainage system (do not connect to sanitary sewer), wire mesh rodent screen over drain.
12. Vault penetration thrust block see standard detail W-56.

---
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